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The Penguin Book of International Short Stories 1989 this book

provides an analytical model for reading a large body of modernist

works by women the authors document the publication and

reception history of e h young s novels make a significant

contribution to the field of homeculture and show that the fictional

embodiment of home in young virginia woolf elizabeth bowen ivy

compton burnett lettice cooper e m delafield stella gibbons storm

jameson and e arnot robertson epitomizes the symbiosis between

architecture and literature or between the house and the novel

Domestic Modernism, the Interwar Novel, and E.H. Young 2006 in

1965 the second vatican council formally issued a historic

document titled nostra aetate in our time it was an attempt to frame

the relationship between the roman catholic church and the jewish

people never before had an ecumenical council attempted such a

task the landmark document issued by the council and proclaimed

by pope paul vi precipitated a copernican revolution in catholic

jewish relations and started a process that has spread to the

protestant and orthodox worlds as well this volume consisting of

essays and reflections by catholic protestant orthodox and jewish

scholars and theologians by pastors and professors from the united

states canada ireland great britain and israel is an evaluation of



what nostra aetate has accomplished thus far and how christian

jewish relations must proceed in building bridges of respect

understanding and trust between the faith groups a jubilee for all

times serves as a source of discussion learning and dialogue for

scholars students and intelligent laypersons who believe that we

must create a positive relationship between judaism and christianity

A Jubilee for All Time 2014-11-18 extremely well researched and

unique in its approach citing nine individual confederate soldiers

and the impact of the civil war on their christianity these case

studies largely drawn from their own words in letters and diaries

give a personal and individual perspective that has largely been

overlooked in other similar works

Soldiers of the Cross 2005 eighty one masterpieces by the world s

best writers a surprising irresistible collection of short stories from

around the world

The Art of the Tale 1987-11-03 a historical sociological and

economic analysis of urban worker cooperatives in contemporary

israel

Utopia in Zion 1995-07-01 ebony is the flagship magazine of

johnson publishing founded in 1945 by john h johnson it still

maintains the highest global circulation of any african american



focused magazine

The History of Enfield, Connecticut ... 1900 evelyn juers

extraordinary book is a unique imagining of the unconventional love

affair between the writer and political activist heinrich mann and

nelly kroeger a tall blonde ex barmaid twenty seven years his junior

recounting their flight from nazi germany in 1933 to france and then

to los angeles in house of exile their story is intricately interwoven

with others from their circle of friends relatives and literary

contemporaries thomas mann bertolt brecht james joyce franz

kafka and virginia woolf among others it gives us a poignant

glimpse of a generation of remarkable writers who were determined

to carry on living reading and working in wartime in ship s cabins

train compartments and shabby rented rooms even though it

seemed the civilized world was coming to an end this is a unique

portrayal of the strange dislocated existence of the émigré and how

lives are connected and defined by writing evelyn juers enlarges

the boundaries of biography to provide an intimate sensitively

imagined view of an extraordinary time in history

South Atlantic Review 1991 a fascinating account of how the

united states established the first global satellite communications

system to project geopolitical leadership during the cold war on july



20 1969 the world watched spellbound as nasa astronaut neil

armstrong stepped off the apollo 11 lunar module to walk on the

moon nasa estimated that 20 percent of the planet s population

nearly 650 million people watched the moon landing footage which

was made possible by the first global satellite communications

system the international telecommunications satellite organization

or intelsat in beyond sputnik and the space race hugh r slotten

analyzes the efforts of us officials especially during the kennedy

administration to establish this satellite communication system and

open it to all countries of the world locked in competition with the

soviet union for both military superiority and international prestige

president john f kennedy overturned the eisenhower administration

s policy of treating satellite communications as simply an extension

of traditionally regulated telecommunications instead of allowing

private communications companies to set up separate systems that

would likely primarily serve major developed regions the new

administration decided to take the lead in establishing a single

world system explaining how the east west cold war conflict

became increasingly influenced by north south tensions during this

period slotten highlights the growing importance of non aligned

countries in asia latin america and africa he also underscores the



importance of a political economy of total cold war in which many

crucial aspects of us society became tied to imperatives of national

security and geopolitical prestige drawing on detailed archival

records to examine the full range of decisionmakers involved in the

intelsat system beyond sputnik and the space race spotlights mid

and lower level agency staff usually ignored by historians one of

the few works to analyze the establishment of a major global

infrastructure project this book provides an outstanding analytical

overview of the history of global electronic communications from

the mid nineteenth century to the present

Bibliography of the History of Medicine 1989 contains information

theory diagrams and tables on various aspects of cinematography

ranging from camera choice maintenance and threading diagrams

to electricity on location equipment checklists film stock lenses light

and colour this work includes sections on special effects and

utilities the hands on manual for cinematographers contains a

wealth of information theory diagrams and tables on all aspects of

cinematography widely recognised as the cinematographer s bible

the book is organised in a unique manner for easy reference on

location and remains an essential component of the cameraman s

box everything you need to know about cinematography can be



found in this book from camera choice maintenance and threading

diagrams to electricity on location equipment checklists film stock

lenses light and colour of particular use will be the mathematics

formulae look up tables and step by step examples used for

everything from imperial metric conversions to electricity exposure

film length running times lights and optics sections on special

effects and utilities are also included as well as a list of useful

websites

English Journal 1986 this is the first book to offer an overview of

the ways in which the sweeping social and economic changes of

the modern period have impacted on the education system roy

lowe draws on estensive research to paint a vivid picture of the

ways in which schools and universities were moulded by external

events and of the part they played in promoting modernisation of

society the book explores some key themes the nature of the

economic transformations taking place the growing awareness of

gender issues the changing ethnic composition of modern britain

the bureaucratisation of society and the rise of a new politics

exploring the links between these issues and educational provision

lowe argues that the growing political significance of educational

issues is largely explained by the critical part played by the



education system in providing social and economic stability during

these years of swift social change roy lowe is professor of

education at the university of wales swansea

Ebony 1981-07 professor freedman provides an exhaustive

account of soviet policy in the middle east from the invasion of

afghanistan in december 1979 to withdrawal from the country ten

years later

Newsmakers, 1991 Subscription 1991-03 a fresh incisive study of

the expressionist approach to modern art in boston

House of Exile 2011-05-18 here is a volume that is as big and as

varied as the nation it portrays with over 1 400 entries written by

some 900 historians and other scholars it illuminates not only

america s political diplomatic and military history but also social

cultural and intellectual trends science technology and medicine the

arts and religion here are the familiar political heroes from george

washington and benjamin franklin to abraham lincoln woodrow

wilson and franklin d roosevelt but here too are scientists writers

radicals sports figures and religious leaders with incisive portraits of

such varied individuals as thomas edison and eli whitney babe ruth

and muhammed ali black elk and crazy horse margaret fuller

emma goldman and marian anderson even al capone and jesse



james the companion illuminates events that have shaped the

nation the great awakening bunker hill wounded knee the vietnam

war major supreme court decisions marbury v madison roe v wade

landmark legislation the fugitive slave law the pure food and drug

act social movements suffrage civil rights influential books the

jungle uncle tom s cabin ideologies conservatism liberalism social

darwinism even natural disasters and iconic sites the chicago fire

the johnstown flood niagara falls the lincoln memorial here too is

the nation s social and cultural history from films football and the 4

h club to immigration courtship and dating marriage and divorce

and death and dying extensive multi part entries cover such key

topics as the civil war indian history and culture slavery and the

federal government a new volume for a new century the oxford

companion to united states history covers everything from

jamestown and the puritans to the human genome project and the

internet from columbus to clinton written in clear graceful prose for

researchers browsers and general readers alike this is the volume

that addresses the totality of the american experience its triumphs

and heroes as well as its tragedies and darker moments

Beyond Sputnik and the Space Race 2022-02-08 this four volume

reference work surveys american literature from the early 20th



century to the present day featuring a diverse range of american

works and authors and an expansive selection of primary source

materials bringing useful and engaging material into the classroom

this four volume set covers more than a century of american

literary history from 1900 to the present twentieth century and

contemporary american literature in context profiles authors and

their works and provides overviews of literary movements and

genres through which readers will understand the historical cultural

and political contexts that have shaped american writing twentieth

century and contemporary american literature in context provides

wide coverage of authors works genres and movements that are

emblematic of the diversity of modern america not only are major

literary movements represented such as the beats but this work

also highlights the emergence and development of modern native

american literature african american literature and other

representative groups that showcase the diversity of american

letters a rich selection of primary documents and background

material provides indispensable information for student research

Hands-on Manual for Cinematographers 2014-03-26 new york

magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new

york herald tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the



trusted resource for readers across the country with award winning

writing and photography covering everything from politics and food

to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been

to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city

itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

Schooling and Social Change 1964-1990 2002-01-04 key writers

on art the twentieth century offers a unique and authoritative guide

to modern responses to art featuring 48 essays on the most

important twentieth century writers and thinkers and written by an

international panel of expert contributors it introduces readers to

key approaches and analytical tools used in the study of

contemporary art it discusses writers such as adorno barthes

benjamin freud greenberg heuser kristeva merleau ponty pollock

read and sontag

Moscow and the Middle East 1991-01-25 in the definitive history of

a twentieth century public health disaster alan derickson recounts

how for decades the combined failure of government medicine and

industry to halt the spread of black lung disease and even to

acknowledge its existence resulted in a national tragedy the effects

of which are still being felt

Boston Modern 2005 the broadest possible understanding of



history comes from exploring multiple perspectives from different

time periods different cultures different ideologies this volume

explores the major factors that contributed to the holocaust the

mass genocide to exterminate jews and other groups deemed

undesirable by the nazis in germany readers are given a

compelling multinational perspective after a thorough examination

readers will hear from those who lived through it narratives include

a german jewish man who describes kristallnacht a polish woman

who explains what life was like as a teenager in a forced labor

camp and an american soldier who explains what it was like to see

the freshly liberated concentration camp prisoners

The Oxford Companion to United States History 2001-07-04 literary

research and american postmodernism is a guide to scholarly

research in the field of american postmodern literature which this

volume defines as the period between 1950 and 1990 this work

aims to provide advanced undergraduate students graduate

students and scholars of literature with a comprehensive view of

the print and online resources available in literature and related

subject areas the volume offers best practices for research

especially for the challenges inherent to the field of american

postmodernism and provides scholars with a path toward success



in their research endeavors the opening chapters describe the

state of academic research in the literary field and how to formulate

an appropriate research topic develop keywords and use advanced

search techniques to improve search results one chapter is

devoted to how to navigate library catalogs read a catalog record

and locate materials in libraries worldwide subsequent chapters

describe general reference resources print and electronic

bibliographies and scholarly journals that focus on literature in the

second half of the twentieth century the author identifies resources

for locating the book reviews and historical magazines and

newspapers that can offer insight into the history of particular

author s publications the unique challenges and promises of

archival research are outlined along with tips for getting the most

out of a trip to a special collections library to perform primary

research resources and techniques for finding scholarly resources

on the internet are addressed in addition to subscription based or

library owned materials the final chapter synthesizes the

information described in the previous chapters by taking the reader

through a real life research question and demonstrating how a

scholar might locate resources on a difficult topic an appendix of

resources in related fields suggests additional directions the



researcher might explore

Twentieth-Century and Contemporary American Literature in

Context [4 volumes] 2021-06-04 covers the women activists who

had been in the progressive party before its demise in 1955 and

what they did politically after that demise their broad definition of

peace including social justice rather than just absence of violence

was no longer politically popular in an era acknowledging the

necessity of war against soviet communism and they pursued their

various political aims racial equality sexual equality opposition to

war etc in different ways

EPA 530/SW. 1991-06 mihai spariosu here explores the

significance of the closely linked concepts of play and aestheticism

in philosophical and scientific discourse since the end of the

eighteenth century spariosu points out that since its birth in archaic

and classical hellenic thought the concept of play has always been

subject to the influences of various rational and prerational sets of

values spariosu maintains that there have been not one but two

major modern concepts of aestheticism artistic aestheticism related

to a prerational mentality and introduced in modern thought by

schopenhauer and nietzsche and philosophicalscientific

aestheticism initiated by kant and schiller and shaped by



rationalism according to spariosu the first has often arisen in

response to the attempts of philosophy and science to impose their

standards on art and the second has often been called on to deal

with the epistemological crises that periodically shake these

disciplines spariosu also looks closely at some of the play concepts

that surface in modern science in connection with the darwinian

theory of evolution and the play of scientific discourse itself as

exemplified by the new physics and the contemporary philosophy

of science a penetrating and cogently argued book dionysus reborn

will be welcomed by readers interested in continental philosophy

scientific discourse and the aesthetics of play including literary

theorists comparatists philosophers intellectual historians and social

scientists

National Library of Medicine Current Catalog 1985-02-11 a new

and provocative take on the formerly classified history of

accelerating superpower military competition in space in the late

cold war and beyond in march 1983 president ronald reagan

shocked the world when he established the strategic defense

initiative sdi derisively known as star wars a space based missile

defense program that aimed to protect the us from nuclear attack

in weapons in space aaron bateman draws from recently



declassified american european and soviet documents to give an

insightful account of sdi situating it within a new phase in the

militarization of space after the superpower détente fell apart in the

1970s in doing so bateman reveals the largely secret role of

military space technologies in late cold war us defense strategy

and foreign relations in contrast to existing narratives weapons in

space shows how tension over the role of military space

technologies in american statecraft was a central source of sdi s

controversy even more so than questions of technical feasibility by

detailing the participation of western european countries in sdi

research and development bateman reframes space militarization

in the 1970s and 1980s as an international phenomenon he further

reveals that even though sdi did not come to fruition it obstructed

diplomatic efforts to create new arms control limits in space

consequently weapons in space carries the legacy of sdi into the

post cold war era and shows how this controversial program

continues to shape the global discourse about instability in space

and the growing anxieties about a twenty first century space arms

race

New York Magazine 2017 sur un mode chronologique et en ayant

recours à une abondante iconographie prototypes 1990 2003



retrace treize années de soutien à la création et de diffusion du

fonds régional d art contemporain de picardie de page en page on

revisite le dialogue permanent instauré entre un lieu des territoires

une collection et les artistes qui y sont représentés la topographie

du projet artistique du frac picardie y est restituée au travers des

œuvres qui l animent et de leur permanente itinérance cet ouvrage

n est pas un catalogue de collection mais un livre sur la valeur d

usage d une collection et la lente affirmation d une spécificité dans

le domaine du dessin contemporain

Asian and Pacific Islander Americans in Congress, 1900-2017

2005-06-27 robert tucker was born about 1676 in charles city

county virginia in 1698 he married elizabeth parham in 1719 or

1720 he married martha epps and settled on land in amelia county

virginia where he died in 1750 descendants and relatives lived in

virginia georgia south carolina alabama and elsewhere

Key Writers on Art: The Twentieth Century 1998-07-16 the best

scholarship on the development of contemporary japan this

collection presents well over 100 scholarly articles on modern

japanese society written by leading scholars in the field these

selections have been drawn from the most distinguished scholarly

journals as well as from journals that are less well known among



specialists and the articles represent the best and most important

scholarship on their particular topic an understanding of the present

through the lens of the past the field of modern japan studies has

grown steadily as westerners have recognized the importance of

japan as a lading world economic force and an emerging regional

power the post 1945 economic success of the japanese has

however been achieved in the context of that nation s history social

structure educational enterprise and political environment it is

impossible to understand the postwar economic miracle without an

appreciation of these elements japan s economic emergence has

brought about and in some cases exacerbated already existing

tensions and these tensions have in turn had a significant impact

on japanese economic life the series is designed to give readers a

basic understanding of modern japan its institutions and its people

as we stand on the threshold of a new century often referred to as

the pacific century

Black Lung 2011-06-13 tara mitchell mielnik fills a significant gap in

the history of the new deal south by examining the lives of the men

of south carolina s civilian conservation corps ccc who from 1933

to 1942 built sixteen state parks all of which still exist today

enhanced with revealing interviews with former state ccc members



mielnik s illustrated account provides a unique exploration into the

great depression in the palmetto state and the role that south

carolina s state parks continue to play as architectural legacies of a

monumental new deal program in 1933 thousands of unemployed

young men and world war i veterans were given the opportunity to

work when emergency conservation work ecw one of franklin

delano roosevelt s new deal programs came to south carolina

renamed the civilian conservation corps in 1937 the program was

responsible for planting millions of trees in reforestation projects

augmenting firefighting activities stringing much needed telephone

lines for fire prevention throughout the state and terracing farmland

and other soil conservation projects the most visible legacies of the

ccc in south carolina are many of the state s national forests

recreational areas and parks prior to the work of the ccc south

carolina had no state parks but from 1933 to 1942 the ccc built

sixteen mielnik s briskly paced and informative study gives voice to

the young men who labored in the south carolina ccc and honors

the legacy of the parks they built and the conservation and public

recreation values these sites fostered for modern south carolina

The Holocaust 2016-07-18 while there is dispute among scholars

as to where and when the first game of baseball was played in



mexico there is no dispute that the game is as popular there as it

is in america the popularity of the sport led to the establishment of

the professional mexican baseball league in 1925 which continues

today this text opens with a brief history of mexican professional

baseball and provides in both english and spanish statistical

information on the players of the mexican baseball league since

1937 the first year in which the league kept official records

individual batting statistics for each player and pitching statistics for

each pitcher are provided along with tables listing rookie of the

year no hit games perfect games triple crown winners and

consecutive games team champions individual batting champions

individual pitching champions winning percentage earned runs the

best batters in each category runs scored hits doubles triples etc

all time individual batting leaders the best pitchers in each category

innings pitched complete games shutouts etc and all time individual

pitching leaders members of the mexican baseball hall of fame are

also listed as are the competitors and results for mexican league

all star games an appendix provides statistics for 85 mexicans who

have

Literary Research and American Postmodernism 2012-11-05 long

renowned as one of the world s preeminent ballet companies san



francisco ballet marks its seventy fifth anniversary with a stunningly

beautiful retrospective replete with intimate portraits of the dancers

and behind the scenes contributors this book is the first serious

depiction of america s oldest ballet company included in this deluxe

package is a dvd that provides insight into the company s

illustrious history and together with the book tells the story of how

san francisco ballet has forged a fresh identity for american dance

and is now pioneering a new model of internationalism in the

dance world

Cold War Progressives 1989 intimate and medicalized natural and

technological reproduction poses some of the most challenging

ethical dilemmas of our time reproduction presses the boundaries

of humanity and ethical respect the permissible limits of technology

conscientious objection by health care professionals and social

justice this volume brings together scholars from multiple

perspectives to address both traditional and novel questions about

the rights and responsibilities of human reproducers their

caregivers and the societies in which they live among issues

treated in the volume are what it is to be a parent the

responsibilities of parents and the role of society in facilitating or

discouraging parenting may gamete donors be anonymous is



surrogacy in which a woman gestates a child for others ethically

permissible when efforts are made to prevent coercion or

exploitation should it be mandatory to screen newborns for

potentially serious conditions or permissible to sequence their

genomes are both parties to a reproductive act equally responsible

to support the child even if one deceived the other are there ethical

asymmetries between male and female parents and is the lack of

available contraceptives for men unjust should the costs of infertility

treatment be socially shared as they are for other forms of health

care do parents have a duty to try to conceive children under the

best circumstances they can or to avoid conception if the child will

suffer what is the status of the fetus and what ethical limits

constrain the use of fetal tissue reproduction is a rapidly changing

medical field with novel developments such as mitochondrial

transfer or uterine transplantation occurring regularly and there are

emerging natural challenges too with zika virus just the latest the

volume gives readers tools not only to address the problems we

now know but ones that may emerge in the future as well

Dionysus Reborn 2024-05-07

Weapons in Space 2004

Prototypes, 1990-2003 1992



The Tucker Band 2013-04-11

Japan's Role in International Politics since World War II

2012-11-19

New Deal, New Landscape 2002

Liga Mexicana 1981

Bibliographic Guide to Latin American Studies 2007-11-12

San Francisco Ballet at Seventy-Five 2000

ISI Directory 2016-12-28

The Oxford Handbook of Reproductive Ethics
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